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Abstrat
We onsider the interation of a small quantum system (a qubit) with a strutured environment
onsisting on many levels. The qubit will experiene a deoherene proess, whih implies that its
initial information will be transferred to the environment. We investigate how this information is
distributed on a given subset of levels as a funtion of its size, using the mutual information between
both entities, in the spirit of the partial information plots studied by Zurek [1℄. In this ase we
observe some dierenes, whih arise from the fat that we are partitioning just one quantum
system, and not a olletion of them. However some similar features, like a redundany (in the
sense that a given amount of information is shared by many subsets), whih inreases with the size
of the environment, are also found here.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum systems are usually subjet to interation with some environment. Suh inter-
ation is at the origin of the deoherene experiened by the system [2, 3℄, a fat that makes
diult the design and performane of quantum omputers [4℄. In short, deoherene will
ause a system S to evolve from a pure state to a mixed one, thus destroying the subtle
orrelations (entanglement) needed for quantum omputation and for many kinds of exper-
iments. During this proess, the entropy of the system inreases and, as a onsequene, the
information it ontained is transferred to the environment E, where it is inevitably lost.
This is, at least, the usual point of view. Suppose, however, that one an have aess
to this information. If we onsider the ombined S+E total system as isolated, then the
dynamis of this enlarged system is unitary, whih means that the total entropy is onserved.
In other words, all the information lost by S must be neessarily enoded on E . One an
then address the problem of knowing how this information is stored in the environment.
There are reasons to justify this researh. First, a knowledge of how the interation of the
system with the environment works an be used to design a strategy to protet the system
against deoherene. Indeed, proedures to ontrol the eets aused by deoherene have
been proposed, and a better understanding of the deoherene mehanism may be used to
improve these strategies [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10℄.
A seond reason is related to our pereption of quantum systems. As pointed out by W.
Zurek [1℄, observers usually pereive those systems by an indiret way, i.e. by interation with
the environment to whih the system is oupled. Suh interation leads to a proliferation
(redundany) of the information ontent of S within E, a fat that an help us to understand
why many independent observers an agree about the properties of the system S or, in other
words, how these properties an beome objetive. As shown in these referenes, the above
mentioned redundany omes at the prie that only some seleted states an give rise to a
large ospring. This fat has been referred to as quantum Darwinism [1, 11, 12, 13℄.
In order to investigate these features, Zurek and his oworkers have onsidered a quantum
system (a qubit, for example) oupled to an environment whih onsists on many idential
quantum entities, suh as spins or osillators. One an then hoose an arbitrary subset of
E, and study the mutual information this partiular partition shares with S . From these
Partial Information Plots (PIPs) one an get insight about how many subsets of the whole
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environment share a given amount of information with the smaller system S.
In this paper, we will fae a dierent topi, although it is related to, and motivated by,
the above disussion. We alulate the mutual information between a qubit and a multilevel
environment (a qudit). We analyze this quantity for a fration of the total number of levels
as a funtion of the size of the hosen fration. The purpose of this study is to investigate
how many levels of the environment one should read in order to obtain information about
the qubit, assuming this information is available experimentally. The obtained PIPs dier
from the ones mentioned above, beause in this ase we are disussing the interation with
a subset of a single quantum system, instead of a olletion of them. Some similarities,
however, still exist. We disuss these topis. As we also show, the fration of levels one
should measure in order to gain a substantial information about the system S depends on
the total number of levels of the environment.
This paper is organized as follows. In Set. II we introdue the model used for the system
and environment. In Set. III we present the results that are derived from our alulations.
Set. IV will summarize these results. We work in units suh that ~ = 1.
II. MODEL
We use a simple model in order to desribe the deoherene of our system (the qubit). It
is assumed to interat with an environment onsisting on a band of N equally spaed levels.
This model an desribe relaxation to equilibrium and deoherene eets in a natural way
[14℄, and may be regarded as a simplied version of the two-band model desribed in [15, 16℄
. We write the Hamiltonian for the free qubit as
HS =
∆E
2
σz , (1)
where ∆E is the energy gap for our two-level system and σz is the third Pauli matrix. The
Hamiltonian desribing the environment is dened by
HE =
N∑
n=1
δε
N
n|n〉〈n| (2)
and the interation between both systems by
HI = σzC, (3)
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with
C = λ
∑
n2>n1
c(n1, n2)|n1〉〈n2|+ h.c. (4)
ating on E and σz ating on S. The indies n, n1 and n2 label the levels of the energy
band. The global strength of the interation with the qubit is given by λ. The oupling
onstants c(n1, n2) are independent Gaussian random variables. Their averages (denoted by
<>) over the random onstants c(n1, n2) satisfy:
〈c(n1, n2)〉 = 0, (5)
〈c(n1, n2)c(n
′
1
, n′
2
)〉 = 0, (6)
〈c(n1, n2)c
∗(n′
1
, n′
2
)〉 = δn1,n′1δn2,n′2. (7)
III. RESULTS
We now present some results obtained from a simulation of the model introdued in the
previous setion. The ombined S+E total system is onsidered as isolated, starting from
a pure fatorizable state |Ψ(0)〉 = |ΨS(0)〉 ⊗ |ΨE(0)〉 , and we let the whole system evolve
aording to the Shrödinger equation, thus obtaining |Ψ(t)〉 as a funtion of time from
i
d
dt
|Ψ(t)〉 = H |Ψ(t)〉 , (8)
with H = HS +HE +HI the total Hamiltonian. As for the initial onditions, we hoose
|ΨS(0)〉 =
1√
2
|+〉 + 1√
2
|−〉 , where |±〉 are the eigenstates of HS. For the environment, we
take the uniform superposition |ΨE(0)〉 =
1√
N
∑N
n=1 |n〉. As the total system evolves in time,
the qubit beomes entangled with the environment, so that it an not be desribed as a pure
state. We obtain the redued density matrix of S as
ρS(t) ≡ TrE{ρ(t)}, (9)
where ρ(t) = |Ψ(t)〉 〈Ψ(t)| is the density matrix orresponding to S+E , and TrE stands
for the partial trae over the environment. From this, we alulate the entropy of system S
as SS(t) = Tr {ρS(t) log ρS(t)}.
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Figure 1: Numerial solution of Eq. (8) for an environment of N = 10 or N = 100 levels. The
dashed-dotted and ontinuous lines show the evolution of ρS(1, 2) for N = 10 and N = 100 ,
respetively. The dotted and dashed lines are plots of the entropy of the qubit for N = 10 and
N = 100 , respetively.
Fig. 1 plots the results obtained from a numerial simulation of Eq. (8) when our
system interats with a small environment with N = 10 levels. The rest of parameters are
λ = 2.5×10−2, ∆E = 1 , δε = 0.5 . Although we solve Eq. (8) exatly, this hoie warranties
that the evolution of ρS(t) an be approximated by a master equation of the form [14℄
d
dt
ρS(t) = −i[HS, ρS(t)] + Γ(σzρS(t)σz − ρS(t)). (10)
with
Γ =
2piλ2N
δε
. (11)
It has been showed that Eq. (10) will approximate the evolution of ρS(t) when the onditions
c1 ≡
λN
δε
≥
1
2
c2 ≡
λ2N
δε2
≪ 1 (12)
are met [16, 17℄. In our ase, we nd c1 = 0.5, c2 = 2.5× 10
−2
.
We learly see that the system osillates, but these osillations are damped due to the
eet of deoherene, whih translates into an inrease of the entropy. These features an
be easily reprodued by studying Eq. (10), and imply that the information initially stored
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in the system has degraded. Sine the S+E total system is assumed to be isolated, suh
informationmust be present in the environment E. The question we want now to analyze
is how this information is distributed or, in other words, how muh of the environment one
should san in order to known this information.
Let us write the time-dependent global state as
|Ψ(t)〉 =
2∑
i=1
N∑
n=1
ain(t) |i〉 ⊗ |n〉 . (13)
In this equation, {|i〉 /i = 1, 2} is a basis of the Hilbert spae assoiated to the qubit, and
ain(t) are the oeients of the expansion in the omposite base {|i〉 ⊗ |n〉}. One then has
ρ(t) =
2∑
i,j=1
N∑
n,m=1
ain(t)a
∗
jm(t) |i〉 〈j| ⊗ |n〉 〈m| . (14)
Assume one an aess a given subset F of nF levels (not neessarily onseutive) out of
the N total number of levels in E . The density matrix ρSF orresponding to F+S an be
obtained from
ρSF (t) =
1
NF
2∑
i,j=1
∑
n,m∈F
ain(t)a
∗
jm(t) |i〉 〈j| ⊗ |n〉 〈m| . (15)
where NF =
∑
2
i=1
∑
n∈F |ain|
2
is a normalization fator, so that Tr {ρSF (t)} = 1 (we have
omitted the dependene on t for brevity). It an be easily heked that this density matrix
atually desribes a pure state, sine
ρSF (t) = |ΨSF (t)〉 〈ΨSF (t)| , (16)
with
|ΨSF (t)〉 =
2∑
i=1
∑
n∈F
ain(t) |i〉 ⊗ |n〉 . (17)
Finally, we obtain the density matrix for F from
ρF (t) ≡ TrS{ρSF (t)} =
1
NF
2∑
i=1
∑
n,m∈F
ain(t)a
∗
im(t) |n〉 〈m| . (18)
In order to haraterise how muh information we an obtain from S by knowing about F ,
we dene the mutual information between F and S
I(S : F ) = SS + SF − SSF = SS + SF , (19)
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Figure 2: (Color online). Averaged mutual information (solid lines) as a funtion of the fration f
, orresponding to the model with N = 10 levels, for 3 dierent times: t = 5, 7, 10 (from bottom to
top). The values of the model are the same as in Fig. (1). For eah t , the horizontal dotted line
shows the maximum value 2SS(t).
where SF = Tr {ρF (t) log ρF (t)} is the entropy assoiated to F , and SSF =
Tr {ρSF (t) log ρSF (t)} is the entropy assoiated to F+S , whih vanishes aording to the
above disussion. The last equality in Eq. (19) immediately follows from this. We now
analyze the magnitude I(S : F ) as a funtion of the fration f = nF/N of levels involved in
F.
Given a value of time, we have obtained, from the numerial simulations, that I(S : F )
is not a monotoni funtion of f , i.e. the information has aumulated in some levels at
the expense of the rest. However, if we perform an averaging over all levels partiipating for
a given fration f , one expets a monotoni inrease. This is indeed the ase, as we show
in Fig. 2. At this point, we observe a similarity with the partial information plots studied
in [1, 11, 12, 18℄. There is, however, a fundamental dierene between both kind of plots,
whih has to be stressed. In the previous ase, the authors onsider the interation of a qubit
with an environment omposed by several quantum systems (like qubits or osillators). In
our ase, the environment is just one quantum system, although it onsists on many levels.
Partitioning these levels is not the same as partitioning several quantum systems into a
subset of them. In other words, let HN be the Hilbert spae assoiated to E , HF the
Hilbert spae orresponding to F and HF the one assoiated to its omplementary in E.
Obviously, HN is obtained as the diret sum HN = HF ⊕HF and not as the tensor produt
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Figure 3: (Color online). Same as Fig. 2 for the model with N = 100 .
HF ⊗HF , as it would appear when the environment is made from several quantum objets,
and F represents a subset of them. This has the onsequene, for example, that strong
subadditivity [4℄ does not apply to F and its omplementary. Another onsequene is that
the plot of I(S : F ) versus f is not symmetri, dierently to what is obtained by Zurek and
oworkers.
Figure 2 is a plot of I(S : F ) as a funtion of f for the same model onsidered in Fig. 1
and three dierent times : t = 5, 7, 10 . For eah value of nF , we have performed an average
over all possible (
N
nF
) ombinations. As an be seen, the resulting urves are monotoni
funtions. The maximum value is attained when f = 1 or, equivalently, when nF = N
, whih amounts to knowing the total information in the environment. In this ase, the
partition of F+S orresponds to two entangled quantum systems ( E and S ) sharing the
same information SS(t). Therefore, this maximum value is
I(S : E) = 2SS(t). (20)
We have plotted this maximum value for eah time t as a horizontal dotted line, orre-
sponding to twie the entropy of the qubit shown in Fig. 1.
In order to explore a more omplex environment, we have also performed a simulation
when the number of levels is N = 100 . The results for the time evolution of ρS(1, 2) and
the entropy SS(t) are also shown in Fig. 1. In this ase we have taken λ = 1.5× 10
−2, the
rest of parameters being the same as in the previous example, giving c1 = 3, c2 = 9× 10
−2
.
The results for the quantity I(S : F ) are shown in Fig. 3. In this ase, it beomes
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impossible to perform an average over all possible (
N
nF
) ombinations sine, for example,
(
100
50
) ≈ 1029 . Instead, we have performed an approximated average over a suiently
large number of ombinations, until we obtain onvergene. We observe that the mutual
information onverges faster towards its maximum value. This means that knowing a low
fration of the entire environment will provide almost omplete information about the sys-
tem. One ould also try to interpret this result in the spirit of redundant information being
stored in the environment [1, 11, 12, 18℄ (in the sense that many fragments share the same
information). It is interesting to observe that a measurement over virtually any small ran-
dom subset of levels onguring our system E an be used to obtain information about S .
There is also a question regarding the relevant time sales for the problem. Fig. 3 suggests
that the time sale neessary for information to be distributed throughout the environment
may be muh shorter than the deoherene time Td ∼ 1/Γ (ompare this gure with Fig.
1). Clearly, more researh is neessary to eluidate this issue.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied the interation of a qubit S with an environment E onsisting
on N levels. The initial information about the qubit is distributed through E via the well-
known proess of deoherene. We have investigated how muh information about S one
an obtain by measuring a subset F of nF levels, as a funtion of the fration f = nF/N .
As a measure of the amount of information, we used the mutual information I(S : F ) . We
found some dierenes with the partial information plots that appear when one onsiders
the mutual information of S with a fration of a given set of quantum systems that dene
the environment [1, 11, 12, 18℄. The reason is that E is not a bipartite system of F and its
omplementary. For example, the plots we obtain do not have the symmetry properties that
appear in the referened papers although, when properly averaged over dierent fragments
of the same size, we nd that I(S : F ) inreases monotonially with f .
Our results show that, whenN is inreases, even a small fration of E an give information
about S . One would be tempted to interpret this result in the spirit of redundant information
being stored in the environment, in a similar way that Zurek and oworkers suggest for a
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multipartite environment, but now applied to a part of a single quantum system E (although
possessing a rih internal struture). Our work an be interpreted as a further step in the
understanding on how information is distributed throughout the environment. Clearly, more
researh has to be done in this diretion, but suh knowledge an be used, in priniple, to a
better design of quantum systems and quantum omputers in the presene of deoherene.
Maybe also for a better understanding of how marosopi observers pereive quantum
systems, as suggested by Zurek et. al.
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